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eause-list

Date 01.12.2020

Pursuant to the direction given by the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court, Guwahati vide

Notification No. 86 dated 23,11.2020 following cases shall be taken up by this Court,

N.B: 1. Other cases listed in the case diary/ClS shall stand deferred untill
further order.

2. Cases will be taken up in the order they appear the cause list.

3, The cases with '*' (astelsk) mark will be taken up for knowing

the views of the concerned litigants/their Advocates if they

desire that the case should proceed as usual. ln case of absence

of the concerned litigants/their Advocate(s), it will be presumed

that he/she/they do not have any incovenience in further

proceedings in the cencerned cases.

.atr

chief ,rrMsistrate
Chirang (gTAb), \oi"louor

W\ff'Q

sl.
No.

Case No Purpose Name of Advocate

1 * NtcR 0612017 Appea rance/Necessa ry order N. Hussain, D.Kr. Dev
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Cause list

Date 03.12.2020

Pursuant to the direction given by the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court, Guwahati vide

Notification No.86 dated 23.11.2020 following cases shall betaken up bythis Court,

N,B: 1. Other cases listed in the case diary/ClS shall stand deferred untill
further order.

2, Cases will be taken up in the orderthey appearthe cause list.

3, The cases with '*' (asterisk) mark will be taken up for knowing

the views of the concerned litigants/their Advocates if they

desire that the case should proceed as usual. ln case of absence

of the concerned litigants/their Advocate(s), it will be presumed

that he/she/they do not have any incovenience in further

proceedings in the cencerned cases.

Chief

st.
No.

Case No Pu rpose Name of Advocate

1 cR 20t2020 F. enquiry M. Bakali

2 PRC 96/2020 Prod uction/Appea ra nce N.l Siddique

3 Misc 39/2019 S.R/W.S M. Bakali

4 Misc 2912015 Payment R. Ahmed, H. Ali

5 * cR 35/2018 SD S. lslary, M. Kr. Wary
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Date 04.12.2020

Pursuant to the direction given by the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court, Guwahati vide

Notification No. 86 dated 23.11.2020 following cases shall be taken up by this Court,

N.B: 1. Other cases listed in the case diary/ClS shall stand deferred untill
further order,

2. Cases will be taken up in the order they appear the cause list.

3. The cases with t*' (asterisk) mark will be taken up for knowing

the views of the concerned litigants/their Advocates if they

desire that the case should proceed as usual. ln case of absence

of the concerned litigants/their Advocate(s), it will be presumed

that he/she/they do not have any incovenience in further

proceedings in the cencerned cases,

Chief Jr

Chirang

sl.
No.

Case No Pu rpose Name of Advocate

1 DVCR 2912019 Evidence N. L Siddique, H. Ali

2 Misc \112017 Payment D. Karmakar, P. Baidya

3 x NtcR 0212019 DWS/Appearance A.K, Jain, J. Hussain

4 x PRC 164120t9 Evidence M. lslam

5 PRC 2612019 Evidence/Appearance K. Chakraborty

6 x cR 02/2019 Ev idenr.e M. lslam. P. Baidya

1 * cR 14/2019 C.C P. Baidya, A. Ali
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Cause liS!

Date 05.12,2020
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Pursuant to the direction given by the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court, Guwahati vide

Notification No. 86 dated 23.11.2020 following cases shall be taken up by this Court.

N,B: 1. Other cases listed in the case diary/ClS shall stand deferred untill
further order,

2. Cases will be taken up in the order they appear the cause list,

3. The cases with '*' (asterisk) mark will be taken up for knowing

the views of the concerned litigants/their Advocates if they

desire that the case should proceed as usual. ln case of absence

of the concerned litigants/their Advocate(s), it will be presumed

that he/she/they do not have any incovenience in further

proceedings in the cencerned cases.

Chief .!urli*i
Chirang (13T3-$

sl.
No.

Case No Purpose Name of Advocate

1 Misc 2712019 Evidence M. Bakali, M. Hussain

2 Misc 01/2017 Payment M. Rahman, D. Mukharjee

3 DVCR 43t2079 Appearance/ Necessary order Azgar Ali, H. Ali

4 Misc 2212014 Payment R, Ahmed, B, Ali

5 * PRC 2351T9 Evidence P. Chutia

6 GR 297115 (r) Apperance P, Baidya

7 PRC 23412019 Copy/ C.C l. Basumatary
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